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1 Abstract

In this paper we introduce wandb, a framework-
agnostic experiment tracking tool for machine learn-
ing.

2 Background

No one would write production software without a
version control system. But today, most researchers
that build and deploy machine learning models do
so with ad-hoc or non-existent version control and
testing.

In research, the lack of version control of models
have been a major factor in what some have called the
reproducibility crisis in machine learning [5]. There
is a trend in machine learning research to release
code with papers but it’s clearly not enough. Im-
portant results, such as OpenAI’s DOTA project, or
AlphaGo Zero would cost millions of dollars to re-
produce and wouldn’t be feasible for most research
labs [1]. Most experiments are not published, and
researchers waste resources running the same exper-
iments over and over.

In applied machine learning, the lack of version
control creates a number of issues. Companies don’t
have a centralized place to manage all of their models,
so when a new person joins a team or takes over a pre-
decessor’s work, they are often starting from scratch.
Since training is usually not systematically recorded,
it’s hard to catch bugs where production data has a
different distribution than the training data. In fields
with safety issues such as autonomous vehicles there
is rarely a systematic audit trail of how a production
model was built [3].

We built the wandb library to provide people build-
ing machine learning with an easy way to save mod-
els. But just saving the model would be like a version
control system for code that just saved the output bi-
naries. The inputs to a model are the training code,
hyperparameters, training data and possibly the li-
braries and environment the model was trained in.
Our tool, wandb attempts to passively log as much
of this data as possible.

In addition, the process of training models is be-
coming increasingly expensive to the point where
there may be significant environmental impact [4].
Re-running experiments is increasingly painful, so
wandb tries to make it easy to log as much of the
training process as possible and make sure that ex-
periments only need to be rerun when something re-
ally changes.

3 Recording and Visualizing
a Machine Learning Experi-
ment in a Run

We designed our tool to be lightweight, unobtrusive,
and flexible. Integration only requires adding a few
lines of code to an existing Python script, so within
minutes a user can start logging to W&B and see-
ing their results live in the web application. Our li-
brary spawns a background process that logs to a lo-
cal folder and then syncs to the cloud, so we’re never
slowing down training or losing data due to network
connectivity issues.
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3.1 Overview of the wandb library

Our Python library is open source:
github.com/wandb/client

• wandb.init() will spawn a separate process that
saves relevant system metrics to a special direc-
tory and streams results to a central server.

• wandb.config(dict) is a special dictionary that
saves anything added to is as a hyperparameters.
We have an expansive notion of hyperparameter
to be anything that is an input to training, so
things like random number seeds, data augmen-
tation parameters or a pointer to a training data
set could all be included.

• wandb.log(dict) logs a dictionary of metrics.
The metrics could be as simple as a scalar value
or a histogram or as complicated as a video file
or a matplotlib graph.

• wandb.save(filename) saves a file to a central
server. This is often a model file but it could be
anything associated with the training run.

Often training happens on many machines at the
same time, so reporting to a central server can be a
convenient way to track many processes at the same
time.

Once a user integrates with wandb, they can see all
of the hyperparameters, output metrics, and system
metrics saved in one unified dashboard.

3.2 API

W&B supports all of the most common graphs and
visualizations, but it will never be able to include ev-
ery visualization that a researcher might want, so we
also include an API that allows a user to extract any
information saved with a run in a convenient format.

4 Comparing Experiments in a
Project

Over time, most machine learning projects collect
thousands of experiments. Weights & Biases at-
tempts to make it easy to find any experiment by

searching across a table of results and allowing a user
to specify tags.

5 Collaboration Inside an Or-
ganization in Private Reports

As machine learning becomes increasingly applied it
becomes more important for organizations to collab-
orate well on building models [2]. We’ve built an
interface for researchers to build reports - a sets of
curated runs and an analysis with notes.

6 Collaboration between Orga-
nizations in Public Report
and Benchmark

Machine learning as a field has been expanding
rapidly and just finding all of the relevant experi-
ments for a particular application or approach can be
challenging. We think that public reports are a light
way for people building models to share their results
and give interested readers a way to dig in and see
all of the details of the model training process.

We’ve also built a benchmarks feature where users
can see results across organizations for a single task.
One example of this is GithHub’s CodeNetSearch.
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Figure 1: Table of runs from app.wandb.ai/carey/pytorch-cnn-fashion
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Figure 2: Visualizations from app.wandb.ai/carey/pytorch-cnn-fashion/sweeps/v8dil26q
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